KL Full Moon Hash House Harriers
Run Report
Run: 297
Date: 17th July 2016
Hare: Ben Ler
Site: Denai Alam
Just before 5.30 pm our illustrious GM called the pack to order and waited a few
minutes for the stragglers to assemble. We eagerly awaited his instructions - but he
had none and so we ambled off with no idea what to expect!
The trail took the ‘normal’ route into the plantation where relatively quickly we got
to the first check. This was broken forwards, deeper into the plantation and so when we
came to check 2 it began to look like a clockwise run. At this point some assumed it
would be and so followed the ‘red brick road’ anticipating they would find the paper
later. Wrong! It was a back check that took us into the secondary jungle, over a ridge
and down towards a lake where check 3 was located.
This was also broken backwards and the paper continued through more (and more!)
secondary and around the back of the new Cahaya SPK development. Here we did
a U-turn in the contractor’s camp and struggled back through the secondary until we
had a ‘run in’ back through the plantation.
Back at the run site there were snacks and of course Ramli’s beer wagon.
However, the god Zeus was angry and so the sky darkened, thunder rumbled around us and light rain began to fall.
How many Singaporeans does it take to erect a canopy? Only
one, but with 5 or 6 helpers manoeuvring cars, hanging on to
poles, etc. Almost as complicated was Wild Bore’s 10 minute
erection – of a LED light contraption!
When the circle started at about 7.50 pm there was no moon to
be seen (other than the street lights). Firstly three virgins were
introduced, 2 Chinese and Crutch (?) Thumper, who proudly
informed us that she was from Portland, Oregon. But, by now the
storm was intensifying with howling wind and lashing rain.
Consequently the circle was abandoned, which was fortunate
because my paper was saturated and it was quite impossible to
take any more notes.
The pack adjourned to the ON ON and a respectable 6 tables enjoyed subsidized
dinner and free drinks from the Hare. A proper round of down downs was
administered and all had a great time.
Thank you Hares for your efforts and contributions. ON ON

